
M E E T

 “Janne Robinson is Mary Oliver on a surfboard.” -

Gay Hendricks, Best selling Author of ‘The Big Leap’.

Blunt, raw, and immediately accessible emotionally,

intellectually, and spiritually to all who read her

words —Janne Robinson is a societal visionary,

counterculture poet, film director, speaker and

facilitator who swings from the very first sentence.

Her genius is expression. She has published 100’s of

articles and is the author of two books of poetry

“This is for the Women who Don’t Give a Fuck” &

“There’s Cobwebs on Her Vagina.” Janne share’s

slabs of her heart with this world for a living and

teaches others that their truth, their voice and

ultimately who they are belongs. Janne’s work has

been featured on BBC, The Today Show, Sydney

Morning Herald, Women’s Health Magazine, INC,

Forbes and The Daily Mail.

JANNE



S O C I A L

Janne's loyal following of enthusiasts on

social media are there not only for her

brutal honesty and lyrical grace but also

for her lifestyle, which is a mirror of her

devotion to joy and refusal to work to

work to work to die. 

Instagram 110K

Facebook Personal 52K

Facebook Author Page 50K

Twitter 3.3K

STATS



JANNE IN THE

MEDIA



PUBLISHED
BOOKS
THIS IS FOR THE WOMEN
WHO DON'T GIVE A FUCK
This Is For The Women Who Don't Give A Fuck

(2017) is a poetry collection of Robinson's heart. It

has sold over 23,000 copies since its release in

2017 and has been featured in Forbes (2018). Her

work is a diverse assortment of gut-wrenching

stories, powerful anecdotes, whimsical

observations, and overall joyful expressions. She

relinquishes social constructs with command and

grace. Her rare eloquence is mesmerizing and

inclusive to all readers. This collection takes you to

extraordinary places and doesn't return you quite

the same. 



HER VAGINA
THERE'S COBWEBS ON 

Robinson's latest collection of Poetry 'There's

Cobwebs on her Vagina' (2021) was released March

of 2021. In this collection Robinson takes deep right

hooks at what it is to be a woman in our world.

This collection is poetry direct from Robinson’s

heart—a set of reflections on her recent life

experiences that includes connecting with her

long-absent father; finding herself the other

woman; discovering, losing and rediscovering her

joy and owning that entire process; questioning

societal biases and norms; teaching and learning

from others to “walk tall”; and making a home

inside her truths big enough for us all. 



PUBLISHED 

Works // Articles 
I Will Never Be A Well-Behaved

Woman

930k views

Why I Give a Damn About

#yesallwomen

724k views

COVERS

Thought Catalog: 

Bullshit, You Aren't Living

1.2 million views

I Am A Woman of Distinction - You Will

Feel Me When I Walk Into the Room 

380k views

How Hustling Only Makes You Tired, Not

Rich 

200k views

Elephant Journal: 

This is For the Women Who Don't Give

a F*ck.

2 million views

This One's for My Skinny Sisters

1.8 million views

To My Soulmate I Choose Not to Love

800k views



KEYNOTES

Keynote speaker at The Rise

Women's Conference (2020)

Keynote at Pacific Rim Surfrider Film

Festival (2018)

Keynote and headlining speaker at

MOTU Summit in Vancouver (2016)

ACCOMPLISHMENTS &
ACCOLADES

RADIO & PODCAST
INTERVIEWS

The Language of Love with Dr. Laura

Berman (2021)

Inquire Within Podcast with IN-Q (2021)

Long Distance Love Bombs Podcast

with Jeremy Goldberg (2021) 

The Bright Side Podcast with Caitlynn

Carter (2021)

Raw Beauty Talks Podcast (2021)

The Sam Skelly Show (2021)

Your Turn Podcast with Ashley Stahl

(2021)

Interview with Jennifer Hill of LA Talk

Radio (2018)  

Interview on 630 CHED radio (2015) 

PRINT
Mountain Life Magazine (2018) 

Speakeasy Vol. 1 (2020) featured with

Atticus, Beau Taplin, Najwa Zabien,

INQ, Mike Posner 

SELF DIRECTED FILMS 

THIS IS FOR THE WOMEN WHO DON’T

GIVE A F*CK 

2015 

450,000+ views

Nominated by Cannes Corporate Media

and TV awards (2016). Segment licensed

by Tampax for online commercial use.

I AM A WOMAN OF DISTINCTION

2017 

400,000+ views

Nominated by Pacific Rim Surfrider Film

Festival (Fall 2018) and featured in

Surfers Magazine (2018).

 



WORDS OF

Women like Janne are more than important, they

are vital to the fabric of this society. She exudes

strength and grace in a combination like few I've

ever known and her words are reminders, often

fierce, often gentle, to that deep well of power

inside her. As long as she writes, I'll read. 

-Tyler Knott Gregson

Janne’s fearlessness, not only as a writer but

as a woman, is what consistently draws me

in. She speaks of truths only the brave ones

dare to utter. Witnessing another writer,

another woman create and expose her heart

in this way challenges me to continue to

expand my edges, until there is no truth left

untold. — LeAnn Rimes 

PRAISE



Janne is a unique and powerful voice for

poetry. Her honesty and raw vulnerability

shines through every poem and inspires the

reader to delve deeper. She is unapologetic.

She is fierce. And she is real. She puts a

mirror up to herself and humanity through

her life and her art.

— IN-Q  

When Janne has a new poem written, I shut

my life down to do nothing but read it, and

then when I turn my life back on, everything

is better.

—James Altucher  



THIS IS FOR THE

Robinson's media and apparel company

'This is for the Women' (founded in 2017)

empowers women to walk tall like an old

cypress tree. This is for the Women

creates 100% made in the USA apparel

featuring lines of Robinson's big hitting

poems and leads media campaigns

encouraging women to take up space. 

57.8K followers on Instagram

WOMEN



WOMEN
Robinson’s feminist and sassy

media and apparel company “This

is for the Women” champions

women to their birthright of not

only equality but leadership. The

company showcases powerful

women of past and present who

are taking up space and walking

tall like an old cypress tree.

ANIMALS
Robinson’s heart beats for animals.

She began advocating for animal

rights with her contributions to The

GAAP (The Global Alliance for

Animals and People) in 2010.

Robinson spent 4 years throwing

fundraisers to support their annual

educational and rabies campaign in

Guatemala and spent two

campaigns volunteering hands-on

in Guatemala. 

EARTH
Robinson was introduced as an

'Eco-Feminist' while keynoting the

Surfrider Tofino Film Festival

(October 2018) for her fierce

accountability as a woman and

business owner. She believes that

the choices we make have

impact. Her 100% made in the

USA company 'This is for the

Women' is printed with all water

based inks and shipped with

recyclable packaging. Robinson

states, "Mother Earth is not just

asking, but crying for advocacy."

 ADVOCACY
& ACTIVISM 

"AN ACTIVIST IS
SOMEONE WHO
SEES THE PAIN
OF THIS WORLD
AND FUNNELS IT
INTO CHANGE."
- Janne Robinson 



KEYNOTES
Some people are born to tell

stories—Janne is one of them. It

doesn’t really matter what story or

talk she gives—get prepared to be

lit up, laugh so loud it surprises

you, cry and leave more connected

to yourself and our world than

when you walked in. Janne’s talks

are always relatable, impactful,

vulnerable and deeply human—

having a profound lasting impact

on anyone in the room. Her story

speaks volumes to the world

women face today and what it

means to lead from within. 

Conferences, Retreats & Workshops
Janne loves improv and engaging style workshops with her audience.

Letting the room be the script. Her workshop at Rise Women’s

Conference consisted of pulling people forward, handing them a

microphone and working with them live in the presence of 100’s of

people. She believes so much of the suffering we believe is unique to us

isn’t—it’s universal. She loves teaching in this modality to remind people of

that truth. Janne has  also taught dozens of both online and in person

curriculum based workshops for the past 8 years on a variety of topics

internationally, including working with a Spanish translator in El Salvador

to teach a workshop on Love Languages and Attachment Theory.

She has also worked with various women's retreat companies in the past

to custom design keynotes, workshops and multi-day retreat

programming to meet all participant's needs.

KEYNOTES &

"“This world needs Janne. She is a force of
nature. Her authenticity, drive and vulnerability
are giving people permission everywhere to
access their truth and their greatness. She is a
new voice of consciousness and a breath of
fresh air.” 
—Kyle Cease

SPEAKING



Current
Keynotes 

HOW POETRY  CAN
TRANSFORM THE
WORLD 
What if poetry could single

handedly start movements, create

impact and change the world?

What if one person writing a truth

that is inside of themselves could

spark millions? Janne has been

using poetry as a vessel for not

only her individual transformation

but as a way to transform the

world for 10 years. Join her as she

takes you on a journey of

understanding into why poetry and

art is the key. In this interactive talk

participants will be invited to write

and share a poem with other

attendees. 

YOUR TRUTH IS
YOUR MEDICINE

CO-CREATE YOUR
CUSTOM TALK TO
FIT YOUR AUDIENCE

Over and over what has un-

trapped and liberated Janne (and

1000’s of clients she has worked

with) has been their truth. 10 years

ago Janne quit her job as a

saleswoman and a bartender and

moved into a small cabin on a

remote inlet of BC to finally start a

business as a writer. Come with

Janne in this journey of courage

and what it means to truly risk as

she learns how to use an axe,

make friends with the black bears

in the woods, be rejected over and

over as budding artist and then—

see her fly. Attendees will leave

encouraged that anything is

possible if you just have the guts to

try. 

Not sure what you want to cover,

but know you want to work with

Janne? Our team will help you

develop a custom keynote,

workshop or retreat to meet the

needs of your audience, agenda

and goals. Whether you want to

explore a deeper connection to

self, art, your business, creativity,

meeting your truth, or leading as a

woman, Janne has you covered.

Work together to create a tailored

experience your guests will be sure

to never forget. 



CONTACT
Janne Robinson 

iamjannerobinson@gmail.com

C: 619-306-8704 


